Recently, polyampolytes have been discovered to form hydrogels that possess high toughness, full resilience, and self-healing between two cut surfaces. The self-healing of this class of hydrogels is based on the reforming of the multiple ionic bonds at the fractured surfaces, in which the mobility of the polymer segments and strength of the ionic bonds play an important role. In this work, we study the effects of healing temperature, and chemistry of the polyampholyte hydrogels (chemical cross-linker density and chemical structure of the monomers) on the healing kinetics and healing efficiency. The high healing temperature substantially accelerates the self-healing kinetics. Chemical crosslinking reduces the selfhealing efficiency. Monomers with more hydrophobic feature give a low self-healing efficiency. For polyampholyte physical hydrogels with a softening temperature below the room temperature, excellent healing efficiency (~ 84% on average and maximum 99%) was observed without any external stimuli. We found a correlation between the self-healing efficiency and the fraction of dynamic bonds in the total bonds for relatively soft samples, which is an evidence that the self-healing is due to the reforming of dynamic bonds. Cation Anion Weak bonds Strong bonds Polymer strand P(NaSS-co-MPTC) DMAEA-Q Cationic monomer NaSS Anionic monomer MPTC Cationic monomer P(NaSS-co-DMAEA-Q)
Introduction
Living tissues, which exhibit high toughness and excellent mechanical properties, have an amazing ability to endure autonomous healing and repairing when they undergo damage. 1 For example, a cut or wounded part of living body heals with time by cell migration from the adjacent tissues followed by cell proliferation and remodeling 2, 3 . The question that is repeatedly asked is whether one could mimic high toughness and self-healing in tissue-like synthetic materials of hydrogels that are crosslinked polymers containing water. Most of synthetic hydrogels, either physically or chemically crosslinked, are weak materials due to negligible internal energy dissipation. Furthermore, they are unable to self-repair to their original state once the structure is damaged due to lacking of bond reforming mechanism after rupture. Intensive efforts have been made so far to develop self-healing hydrogels by incorporating structure-reforming mechanism at the ruptured interface, including reforming of physical bond, 4-17 molecular recognition, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] and chemical bond formation. 23 Among these works, some of them succeeded in obtaining hydrogels with both high toughness and self-healing efficiency. 6, 14, 18 In most cases, however, the hydrogels were mechanically too weak to characterize the healing performance quantitatively, needless to say for practical application as load-bearing soft materials, such as artificial cartilages. 4, 7, 11, 16 Designing various kinds of hydrogels possessing self-healing properties, along with high toughness and biocompatibility will substantially broaden the potential use of the material.
The strategy to design polymer hydrogels of multiple high mechanical performances, including a proper modulus, high strength and toughness, high fatigue resistance, and selfhealing, is to introduce the reversible weak bonds (sacrificial bonds) in the materials along with the strong bonds. The strong bonds, either covalent or non-covalent, form the primary structure, maintaining the integrity of the material. The weak bonds, on the other hand, rupture upon stress to dissipate energy, imparting toughness of the materials. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] Reforming of dynamic weak bonds after rupture imparts internal self-recovery and surface self-healing of the damaged materials.
Based on this strong/weak bonds concept, we recently developed a novel class of supramolecular hydrogels possessing high toughness and self-healing from neutral polyampholytes. 27, 28 This class of polyampholyte hydrogels is synthesized by copolymerizing charge balanced amount of oppositely charged monomers at high concentration so that the polymer chains entangled to form gels. The randomness of charge distribution on the polyampholyte chains leads to the formation of multiple ionic bonds, both of intra-chains and inter-chains, with wide distribution of strength. The strong ionic bonds of inter-chains, stabilized by entanglements, play the role of permanent crosslinking while the weak ionic bonds, both inter-chain and intra-chain, serve as dynamic and reversible sacrificial bonds to dissipate energy. 30 As the weak ionic bonds rupture and reform reversibly, the polyampholyte hydrogels, having 50-60wt% of water, exhibit high toughness (fracture energy ~ 4000 J/m 2 ), full self-recovery (self-resilience) after large deformation. Depending on the chemical structure of the ion pairs, different levels of self-healing have also been observed between two cut surfaces for these polyampholyte hydrogels. 27 Although many supramolecular hydrogels with reversible dynamic bonds, such as the hydrogen bonds, ionic bonds, and hydrophobic interaction, etc., have been reported, less work has been report to relate the self-healing efficiency quantitatively to the molecular structrue. 11, 14, 27 In this paper, we intend to correlate the self-healing efficiency with the structure of supramolecular gels using polyampholyte hydrogels as a model system. In principle, when being cut at a not very high rate so that the ionic bonds have enough time to exchange their partners, the gel breaks most probably by the rupture of ionic bonds that have bond strength much weaker than the covalent bonds. By contacting the fractured surfaces, a large number of damaged ionic bonds in the vicinity of surfaces reform across the interface which heals the sample (Scheme 1a). For an efficient healing, proper mobility of the polymer segments and strength of the ionic bonds are required. So, in this work we study the effects of healing temperature and chemistry (cross-linker density and monomer chemical structure) on the selfhealing of polyampholyte hydrogels. The results show that the self-healing efficiency is related to the fraction of dynamic weak bonds to total bonds in the polyampholyte hydrogels, for the relatively soft hydrogels. This work gives insight to understand the self-healing mechanism and to design supramolecular hydrogels possessing both high toughness and selfhealing efficiency. Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of a possible self-healing mechanism of polyampholyte hydrogels. a, Many ionic bonds of different strength are formed in polyampholyte hydrogels.
For a certain observation time, the strong ionic bonds serve as permanent crosslinking points as like the covalent crosslinking as well as the trapped entanglements, imparting elasticity, and the weak ionic bonds rupture and reform under the deformation, imparting toughness and self-healing. When the virgin sample is cut, both the weak ionic bonds and the strong ionic bonds are ruptured on the cut surfaces. After contacting the cut surfaces, the weak bonds with very high dynamics immediately form bridges across the interface, imparting self-healing.
Soft samples having a large amount of weak bonds show the high healing efficiency, along with high toughness. b, Chemical structures of anionic monomer NaSS, cationic monomers DMAEA-Q and MPTC used for synthesizing polyampholyte hydrogels, P(NaSS-co-b a
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Cut sample Healed sample M NaCl. After synthesis, the samples were also washed in water. The P(NaSS-co-MPTC) samples were coded as PA*-0 since no chemical crosslinker was added.
Water content measurement
The water content of the samples was measured by the weight change upon drying using the moisture balance (Moisture balance; MOC-120H, SHIMADZU Co.). Before weighing the weight of swollen gel, the excess water on the gel surface was gently absorbed by using a kimwipes. The drying sample was obtained by evaporate the water in the gel at an elevated temperature of (30-120) ℃. The water content C (wt%) is defined as the ratio percentage between the weight of water in gel to the total weight of the gel. 
Transmittance measurement
The light absorbance A of gel was characterized using Shimadzu UV Spectrophotometer (UV-1800) at a wavelength of 578 nm. The transmittance T of gel was calculated from absorbance A from the equation T% = 10 − × 100. The experiment was performed in water during heating and cooling of sample in the temperature range (2-70℃).
Dynamic test
The dynamic test was performed by using an ARES rheometer (advanced rheometric expansion system, Rheometric Scientific Inc.). The disk sample with a diameter 15 mm and a thickness 2.8 mm was fixed between the metal plates by glue. In order to prevent the water evaporating from the gel, the sample was surrounded by water during the measurement. A rheological frequency sweep from 0.01 to 10 Hz was performed at a shear strain of 0.5% at different temperatures from 0.1℃ to 80℃.
Self-healing efficiency
The self-healing behaviors were characterized by comparing the tensile fracture behaviors of the virgin sample and the healed sample. The PA-C MBAA gels in swelling equilibrium with thickness of 1.3-4.8 mm were cut into a dumbbell shape standardized as IEC-540 sizes (4 mm width and 20 mm in gauge length) with a gel cutting machine (Dumb Bell Co., Ltd).
Dumbbell shape gel was cut in the middle into two pieces in air, and the cut parts were brought into contact at 25℃ immediately after being cut and were placed in a rubber frame having a size just fitting the dumbbell shape gel. In order to ensure contact between cut surfaces, a slight handing pressure (~ 10 4 Pa) was applied to the two cut pieces when connecting the cut samples. During the mending process, no stress was applied on the interface. To prevent the gel from swelling due to thermal effect, the frame was embedded in the middle of two glass plates. And then, the system was immersed in water bath for mending at a prescribed temperature (4℃, 25℃, 37℃, 50℃). After different mending time, the samples were taken out from the mending bath and the tensile test was performed at ambient temperature immediately. To estimate the self-healing efficiency, virgin samples as reference samples were also stored in the same water bath at the corresponding temperature, and the storing time is set to the corresponding saturated healing time before being performed the same tensile test. The healing efficiency (η w , η σ , η ε ) was defined as the ratio of work of extension for mended W ext,mended , fracture stress for mended σ b,mended , and fracture strain for mended ε b,mended to the virgin samples W ext,virgin , σ b,virgin and ε b,virgin , respectively, as follows: η w =W ext,mended /W ext,virgin ×100, η σ = σ b, mended /σ b,virgin ×100%, and η ε =ε b,mended /ε b,virgin ×100%. For the self-healing experiments of PA*-0 gels, the geometry of the samples used was 2 mm width and 12 mm in gauge length. The mending temperature was set at 25℃ and 55℃ in water bath.
Results

Effect of temperature
We start with the P(NaSS-co-DMAEA-Q) system. As a typical example, we first discuss the weakly crosslinked sample PA-0.1 with 0.1 mol% crosslinker. It was soft and highly stretchable, having a Young's modulus of E = 0.08 MPa and tensile fracture strain =32.64.
As the dynamic features of ionic bonds, the gel showed the large hysteresis in its loading and unloading curves with a residual strain. For a moderate elongation, the sample showed full recovery to its virgin state after certain waiting time. 28 The sample was transparent at high temperature, and turbid at low temperature (inserted images in Fig. 1a ). The transmittance of the sample at 578 nm showed a sharp transition around 10-15℃ ( Fig. 1a) , indicating the structure change with the temperature. The thermal energy causes the rupture of ionic bonds and increases the dynamics of polymer segments, therefore the polyampholyte hydrogel exhibits a thermo-responsive behavior with an upper critical solution temperature (UCST ~ 12℃ at the 50% transmittance), as confirmed by the temperature dependence of the storage modulus (G′), the loss modulus(G″), and tanδ of the sample (Fig. 1b) . The weak bonds may participate in the self-healing at interface even in the ambient environment. This is confirmed in Figure 2 . The dumbbell shaped sample PA-0.1 ( Fig. 2a (i) ) was cut into two pieces in the middle with a razor blade. One piece was dyed by immersing in allura blue solution for 1 min for better visualization ( Fig. 2a (ii) ). After that, the two cut surfaces were brought in contact with a slight pressure at room temperature in air (Supplementary Movie S1). It was amazing to observe that the two pieces healed immediately, as revealed by the bending deformation of the sample right after the contact ( Fig. 2a (iii and iv) ). For prolonged mending, the sample was placed in a rubber frame having a size just fitting the sample pieces and the frame was immersed in water at 25℃ for further mending. The healing progressed with time and the scar of the cutting was hardly recognizable after 24 h (Supplementary Movie S2). The mended sample was able to sustain large tensile strain of more than 1000% ( Fig. 2a (v) ) and to recover its shape and size when 4℃ was only ~ 1% after 6 hours saturated healing (Fig. 2c) . The fast healing kinetics at elevated healing temperature is the result of the fast bond exchange rate at a high temperature.
Above the softening temperature, most of the ionic bonds serve as weak bonds that participate in the quick healing and energy dissipation. Gels in soft state also favor the formation of a full contact between the cut surfaces. Thus, we observed quick healing at The self-healing kinetics should be related to the kinetics of weak bond association, and the healing kinetic rate at a certain temperature can be estimated from the slope of the healing efficiency against the healing time in the linear region. The ln linearly decreases with the inverse of the healing temperature T (Fig. 2d) , which indicates that the healing is an Arrhenius process, following the equation, = A − / , where is the activation energy,
A is the frequency factor for the healing reaction, is the Boltzmann constant. 32 This means that the weak bonds should overcome the energy barrier to participate in the self-healing process. The value (~ 79.2 kJ/mol = 32 of room temperature) estimated from Fig. 2d is lower than the lower bound of determined from the dynamic rheological measurement (96 ~222 kJ/mol) (Supplementary Figure S1) . This result suggests that the weak bonds on the cut surfaces have a lower energy barrier to reform than those in the bulk.
Effect of cross-linker density
We assume that the less than 100% healing of PA-0.1 sample is due to the presence of the non-dynamic bonds, including the strong bonds that have bond exchange times longer than the healing time, the chemical crosslinking, and the trapped entanglement. The strong bonds will transform to weak bonds at high temperature, and participate in healing after rupture.
However, the chemical crosslinking and the trapped entanglement, once being ruptured, cannot reform permanently even at elevated temperature. To enhance the self-healing efficiency, one needs to decrease the amount of these non-dynamic bonds, in sacrificing the modulus and strength of the material at large time scale. (Figure 3a) .
For the same strain, the stress rapidly increased for samples of high C MBAA , leading to an increase in the elastic modulus of the samples (Figure 3b) . It should be noted that in contrast to these dramatic changes in the mechanical behaviors as a function of C MBAA , the water content of the gel hardly changed with C MBAA (Table 1 ). This indicates that the chemical cross-linker stabilizes the ionic bonds and as a result, the density of strong bonds also increases at the enhanced chemical cross-linker density.
The non-crosslinked sample PA-0 showed an average healing efficiency of η w = 91.98±7.11%, which is higher than that of PA-0.1 ( Table 1 ). The highest η w of PA-0 sample could reach 99% (Figure 3c) . Inversely, increasing of the chemical cross-linker densities C MBAA dramatically reduced the self-healing efficiency (Figures 3d, 3e and 3f) . The selfhealing efficiency η w , η σ , and η ε for PA-C MBAA samples are summarized in Table 1 . The reduction in healing efficiency at high C MBAA could be attributed to the formation of large amount of nondynamic bonds, which is revealed by the substantial increase in the Young's modulus E (Figure 3b) . Furthermore, the high modulus is unfavorable to form full contact of the two surfaces, and substantially reduces the bond reforming probability across interface, leading to the poor self-healing efficiency. PA and PA* represent P(NaSS-co-DMAEA-Q) and P(NaSS-co-MPTC) polyampholyte hydrogel, respectively. Samples are coded as PA-CMBAA, where CMBAA indicates the chemical cross-linker density (mol%). The error ranges are the standard deviation from at least 5 samples. Self-healing experiments were performed at 25℃ for 24h in water. Previous studies have shown that the chemical structure of monomers substantially influence the mechanical behavior of polyampholyte hydrogels. Physical hydrogel from linear poly(NaSS-co-MPTC), denoted as PA*-0 in this study, was much rigid at room temperature than that of PA-0 from linear P(NaSS-co-DMAEA-Q). The PA*-0 has a softening temperature at 48.2℃, much higher than that of PA-0 that has a softening temperature at 17.2℃. 27 This difference comes from the more hydrophobicity of the MPTC monomer, which stabilizes the ionic bonds in comparison to DMAEA-Q monomer. Here we also studied the self-healing of a physical poly(NaSS-co-MPTC) hydrogel. The PA*-0 gel had a very high modulus in water and showed almost no self-healing at room temperature ( Table 1) . While, the PA*-0 gel became soft at high temperature (55℃) and
showed enhanced self-healing efficiency (Figure 4) . In similar to PA-0 gel, all of the stressstrain curves of PA*-0 gel mended at different healing times under 55℃ water environment overlapped with that of the virgin sample (Figure 4a) . between NaSS and MPTC in comparison with that between NaSS and DMAEA-Q.
Discussions
The above results have revealed that self-healing efficiency is mainly related to the density of dynamic weak bonds that have bond exchange time shorter than the healing time and the stiffness of the samples. The high density of weak bonds gives a high bond reforming probability to participate the self-healing process, and a very soft sample favors a good contact across the interface, giving the positive effect on the self-healing efficiency.
First, we try to discuss, quantitatively, the correlation between the self-healing efficiency and the weak bonds fraction in relative to the total bonds. The latter can be estimated from the Figure S2 ). It should be noted that both G v and G e depend on the observation time.
The parameters G e and G v determined by fitting the tensile behaviours of gels with different C MBAA are summarized in Figure 5 . We found that an increasing in C MBAA enhanced G e while G v kept a constant (Figure 5a) . Therefore, increase in C MBAA leads to a decrease in the value of G v /G e , which indicates a decrease in the density ratio of dynamic bonds (weak bonds) to non-dynamic bonds (Figure 5b) . In addition, the G e scales with the C MBAA stronger than linear, indicating that the chemical crosslinking enhances the formation of strong bonds, and the enhanced G e stems from the increase in chemical crosslinking density and strong interchain bonds.
To discuss the effect of temperature and the chemical structure on the self-healing behavior, we also fit the tensile behaviors of PA-0.1 and PA*-0 samples at different healing temperatures, and the parameters are summarized in Supplementary Table S1 . Both of G e and G v increased with the decrease of the healing temperature. This result should be attributed to the increase of the relative bond strength at the low temperature.
If the healing can only occur by the reforming of dynamic weak bonds across the interface, the self-healing efficiency can be correlated to the fraction of dynamic weak bonds in the total bonds, which can be estimated from G v /(G e +G v ). Therefore, we plot the saturated healing efficiency η w agianst G v /(G e +G v ). The above results indicate clearly that the self-healing is due to reforming of dynamic weak.
For soft hydrogels that can form a good contact at the interface, the self-healing efficiency is related to the fraction of the weak bonds to total bonds. Figure 6 . Relationship between self-healing efficiency η w and G v /(G e +G v ) for different polyampholyte hydrogels mended at different conditions. All the gels were healed in water and the healing temperatures are shown in figure. Numbers in the graph are the modulus (in MPa) of the samples at the healing conditions. Studies on the effects of the healing condition (temperature), and the chemistry (chemical crosslinker density and chemical structure of the monomers) on the self-healing behaviours of polyampholyte hydrogels at the fractured surfaces have revealed that the self-healing is due to the reforming of dynamic weak bonds, and the self-healing efficiency is related to the weak bonds fraction for the two surfaces in full contact. The existence of high density of weak bonds that have a short bond exchange time favors for the self-healing ability, whatever on molecular scale (by improving the bond reforming probability) or mesoscopic scale (by forming full contact of the two surfaces). As the complexity of self-healing mechanism, beside the molecular level interaction between ionic groups and the rigidity of hydrogel, other factor may play an important role for the self-healing behaviors, such as applied strain rate, contact pressure during the healing process, and so on. This work will give insight on how to tune the structure of the supramolecular hydrogels for reaching the self-healing, along with the high toughness, self-resilience.
Conclusions
Supplementary Information
Table S1 summarizes the fitted parameters. Figures S1-S2 show the dynamic behaviour and fitted parameters, respectively. Movies S1-S2 show the self-healing behaviour of polyampholyte hydrogels. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org. 
